
D3 Crash Course
(Including Github, HTML & CSS, and 
JavaScript)



Git is a distributed 
version control system

15-minute walkthrough:
try.github.io

Git

http://try.github.io
http://try.github.io


Github is a Git 
repository hosting 
service

Georgia Tech’s Github:
github.gatech.edu

Github

http://github.gatech.edu
http://github.gatech.edu


Hyper-Text Markup 
Language (HTML)

Used to create web pages

HTML



Document Object Model (DOM) is the 
hierarchical structure of HTML

Web browsers know how to parse DOM to 
build page content

DOM



Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS)

Defines the look of a 
webpage

CSS



Programming language 
that allows you to script 
interactive web pages

Allows you to add, 
remove, or edit content

JavaScript



◦ Dynamically typed language

◦ Everything is an object (or can 
be treated as one)

JavaScript



D3 uses Scalable Vector Graphics

This is what makes D3 beautiful

SVG

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/267208068dbb75285114


D3 (Data Driven Documents) is a JavaScript 
library for creating visualizations.

Pros:

◦ Very fast
◦ Supports large datasets
◦ Contains many tools and animations

Cons:

◦ Steep learning curve
◦ Requires working JavaScript knowledge

D3



D3 employs a declarative approach, 
operating on arbitrary sets of nodes called 
selections
So this:

D3 Selections

Becomes:



With D3, we bind our data input values to 
elements in the DOM

We use D3’s selection.data() method to bind 
data to DOM elements

D3 Binding Data



◦ d3.select(“body”) – Finds body in DOM

◦ .selectAll(“p”) – Selects all paragraphs in 
the DOM

◦ .data(dataset) – Counts and parses out 
data values

D3 Binding Data



◦ .enter() – Creates new, data-bound elements

◦ .append(“p”) – Takes placeholder selection from .
enter() and inserts a “p” into the DOM

◦ .text(function(d)) – takes the reference to the 
newly created “p” and inserts a text value

D3 Binding Data



So… Let’s Do It!



◦ Go to T-Square -> CS 4460 -> Resources -> 
D3 Lecture #1

◦ Download and unzip D3_In_Class_Excercise

Exercise



Mac / Linux:

◦ In Terminal, navigate to folder containing web files. 

◦ Run 

▫ 2.7: “python -m SimpleHTTPServer 8000”

▫ 3.0: “python -m http.server 8000”

◦ In a browser, navigate to localhost:8000

Windows:

◦ Download the Windows Executable from                                     
www.cesanta.com/mongoose 

◦ Copy ‘.exe’ to your folder with web files

◦ Double-click ‘.exe’

◦ In a browser, navigate to localhost:8080

Setting Up a Server

http://localhost:8000
http://www.cesanta.com/mongoose
http://www.cesanta.com/mongoose
http://www.cesanta.com/mongoose
http://localhost:8080


Developer Tools

◦ View Source
◦ JavaScript Console
◦ Inspect Element

Other Useful Items


